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	The finest schools and best programming books in the world offer a plethora of information

	about how to string bits of code together into elegant applications and

	programs. They discuss grand theories of operation, talk about design patterns on a

	conceptual and enterprise-level field, and teach us the syntax, idiosyncrasies and, in

	the case of PHP, some of the odd and unusual design choices made by the language

	creators.




	But they do not teach us how to program.




	There is a distinct and unusual disconnect between the science of application development

	and the art of application development. Fresh graduates from the finest

	computer science courses have no idea how a development shop actually works,

	froma practical standpoint. And those who pick up programming to solve a particular

	problem, much like I did, do not have much of a guidepost when it comes to how

	programming is done in the real world.




	This book hopes to help answer some of those questions. It is designed not as

	a book about the ins and outs of writing code, but about the details and concepts

	critical to working with a team, working within a software development company,

	and strategies for building winning applications.




	Throughout the book important concepts are discussed: refactoring, test-driven

	development, bug tracking and debugging. We also focus on some PHP-specific

	concepts, fromseveral “worst practices” to caching for web applications and web application

	performance. Finally, the book concludes with a chapter on how to make

	developers happier at what they do.
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Dynamically Reconfigurable Systems: Architectures, Design Methods and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	Dynamically Reconfigurable Systems is the first ever to focus on the emerging field of Dynamically Reconfigurable Computing Systems. While programmable logic and design-time configurability are well elaborated and covered by various texts, this book presents a unique overview over the state of the art and recent results for dynamic and...
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Cancer Stem Cells: Novel Concepts and Prospects for Tumor Therapy (Ernst Schering Foundation Symposium Proceedings)Springer, 2007

	The concept that cancer stem cells play an important role in malignant

	tumors is gaining more and more support due to recent advances in

	the field. The latest progress in this area is increasingly reported and

	commented on in the lay press, documenting the high excitement and

	hopes it generates.
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Mastering Active Directory for Windows Server 2003Sybex, 2003
Active Directory represents an enormous advance in network administration. It  provides a vast set of powerful tools and technologies for managing a network  within a native Windows environment. Mastering Active Directory for Windows  Server 2003 is the resource you need to take full advantage of all it has to  offer. You get a sound...
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Advanced Quantum Mechanics: Materials and Photons (Graduate Texts in Physics)Springer, 2012

	Advanced Quantum Mechanics: Materials and Photons is a textbook which emphasizes the importance of advanced quantum mechanics for materials science and all experimental techniques which employ photon absorption, emission, or scattering. Important aspects of introductory quantum mechanics are covered in the first seven chapters to make...
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Lift in Action: The Simply Functional Web Framework for ScalaManning Publications, 2011

	The web has completely revolutionized the way we live our lives—the average person
	in the UK now does an average of six Google searches a day. Within the lifetime of one
	generation, our entire society has changed, and it continues to be catalyzed by technology
	in a very fundamental way. For me, this is the most fascinating thing...
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ARIS Design Platform: Getting Started with BPMSpringer, 2007
This practical "how-to" guide to both using the ARIS Design Platform and, more importantly, how to use it to create real business models, follows Rob Davis’ hugely successful, Business Process Modelling with ARIS (Springer 2001). This second volume describes the ARIS Business Architect and ARIS Business Designer web clients...
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